ASUS – Google Meet hardware kit

ASUS – Google Meet hardware kit is the smart video-conferencing solution in stunning HD resolution.
The package includes the compact ASUS – Google Meet Compute System powered by Intel® Core™ i7 processor, and a
4K UHD camera* with a wide 120º field of view. It also comes with a touchscreen control panel for one-touch meeting
management, and a high-quality speakermic box that employs echo-cancellation and noise-suppression technologies
to deliver crystal-clear audio.
*The camera features 4K image capture with 720p HD output. This means that the camera can zoom up to 4X with no loss in quality and the displayed
video is 720p resolution.
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Each meeting has a unique, easily
shareable URL, no dedicated
accounts or plugins required.
Unique dial-in number and PIN
associated with each meeting.
Tap-to-join dialing in Google Calendar and Google Meet make it easy to
join.

ASUS - Google Meet hardware kit solution

The standard ASUS – Google Meet Hardware bundle is designed for meeting rooms
of up 8 people. The standard bundle consists of an Intel Core i7 compute system
, a 4K UHD camera, a 10” touchscreen
controller and a Google Meet Speakermic.
Another option is new ASUS – Google Meet
hardware kit: Starter Kit. This includes with
a remote control instead of a touchscreen
panel, providing more flexibility at a lower
cost.

Starter Kit

Small/Medium Room Kit

The ASUS – Google Meet Hardware – large
room bundle is designed for meeting
rooms of 8 to 20 people. The large room
bundle consists of an Intel Core i7 compute
system, a 10” touchscreen controller , a
Google Meet Speakermic and a PTZ Pro2
camera. You can also daisy-chain multiple
Speakermics for larger rooms.

Large Room Kit

ASUS – Google Meet Compute System
Simple. Secure. Speedy.

ASUS – Google Meet Compute System is the hub of the ASUS – Google Meet hardware kit
video-conferencing solution. Offering users eight years of auto-update support*, the system
features the power of an Intel® Core™ i7 processor and 128 GB of upgraded SSD storage.
The Compute System is designed to be slim enough to fit discreetly behind the screen. All I/O
ports are on one side of the system, simplifying setup and cable management. The chassis is
magnetic and can attach to the included desktop stand and mounting kit, making it easy to
install anywhere.
To ensure reliability and stability, ASUS – Google Meet Compute System is tested rigorously to
empower users with a product that they can consistently depend on to conduct business.
*The auto-update support period is determined by Google, and may be subject to change without prior notice.

Remote Control

- Join and exit meetings with the
simple press of a button
- Embedded keyboard eliminates
the need for external keyboard
- Easily adjust volume from
anywhere in the meeting room

PTZ Pro 2

- HD 1080p video camera
- See every detail with HD video and
10x zoom
- Capture a wide shot with a 90°
diagonal field of view
* The camera is not packaged by
ASUS. Please check with your
reseller for exact details.

4K UHD camera*

Super-wide field of view

- The 4K Ultra-HD camera enable to
capture ultra-high-definition visuals
- 120° field of view to ensure that
everyone gets into the shot with a
coverage that extends to 250 square
feet.
*The camera features 4K image capture with 720p HD
output. This means that the camera can zoom up to 4X
with no loss in quality and the displayed video is 720p
resolution.

Google Meet Speakermic

ASUS - Google Meet hardware kit solution

Starter Kit

Small/Medium Room Kit

Large Room Kit

Capacity

(up to 8 people)

(up to 20 people)

Controller
Remote Control

Touchscreen Control Panel

- Join and exit the meeting with simply
pressing the remote button
- Embedded keyboard allows users to
type without an extra keyboard
- Easily adjust the meeting volume
from everywhere in the meeting room

- Touchscreen input with international keyboard support
- HDMI input support for local presentations
- Join and record meetings with a single tap

Camera

Speakermic

Google Meet
Compute
System

4K Ultra-HD camera

PTZ Pro 2 Camera*

- 120° ultra-wide-angle FOV
- Aluminum unibody design
- Glass optics
- Balanced wide angle distortion correction
- Detail preserving noise reduction

* The camera is not packaged by ASUS.
Please check with your supplier for
exact details

- 360° sound input/output up to 20ft
- Active echo cancellation and background noise management
- Automatic firmware updates
- Daisychain up to 5 speakermics together for different room size coverage

- With a slim design & enterprise performance
- Advanced Service support
- Stable supply
- Technical Support

